NetScaler:
One Device, Every Need Guiding
Enterprise IT to New Heights.

Patient Data: Safe And Secure
Let’s face it: sensitive data is more vulnerable than ever. Citrix’s NetScaler App
Firewall helps IT security leaders achieve application security and performance
optimization capabilities. Time to give your data center a clean bill of health:
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Hybrid Security Model: Complete protection
against all modes of attack (both positive and
negative).
XML Protection: Block requests that don't meet
XML criteria.
Tailored Security Policies: Customize to the
unique requirements of each application.
Layer 7 Attack Protection: HTTP protocol validations, DoS protection, rate limiting, and more.

A+ Performance
It’s a fast-paced world. Citrix NetScaler, partnered with ePlus, meets the demands of modern content and service delivery needs. Just a few ways NetScaler
speeds up load time to help organizations… make the grade:
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Application acceleration, compression,
and caching in one integrated appliance
Comprehensive L4-7 trafﬁc management
Caching, TCP buffering, TCP session
consolidation, compression, and SSL o�oad
Fastest web application and highest level
of security* (as tested by NSS labs)

UNIVERSITY

Consolidate Your Network
Across The Board
It’s no secret virtualization will transform your data center. Private clouds allow
for cost savings, consistent SLAs, and security enhancements. But what about
the rest of your infrastructure? ADC virtualization can have a profound business
impact, and NetScaler is helping connect the pieces:
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Optimize application availability
through L4-7 load balancing
Get an integrated application ﬁrewall
to boost performance and security
Minimize data center TCO
Beneﬁt from a cloud-enabled ADC
for greater agility, elasticity,
and cost efﬁciency

Enterprise-Level Cost Savings
Money… out of the bank. From high device and licensing costs to
hardware troubleshooting and scaling — enterprise organizations are
constantly looking for ways to reduce operating and capital expenses.
Just a few ways a reliable ADC, like NetScaler, can help:
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Scale your network up or down
without additional hardware costs
Beneﬁt from fewer devices, more
reliable applications, and
streamlined IT tasks
Reduce resource management
requirements
Ensure exceptional application
performance for customers,
partners, and internal users

The Roadblocks Facing Today’s Enterprise
Organizations Can Feel Insurmountable:
Security threats around every corner, rising infrastructure costs, and performance pot holes. Thanks to ePlus,
you’ve got a trusted IT integrator. And thanks to Citrix clearing the way with NetScaler, you’ve got an ADC that
delivers ﬂawless performance and cost savings that’ll help carry your business well into the future.
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